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Facebook along with its related apps such as Instagram and WhatsApp, faced a six-hour-long 

outage this month. The incident made the services of the world’s largest social media network 

inaccessible to billions of users. Incidentally, the messaging application of WhatsApp has more 

than 2 billion users on its service. It serves as a primary form of communication, especially for 

professional and personal users across any geography. The outage demonstrates how much of a 

dominance Facebook along with its three chat platforms, has on how people communicate around 

the world. Cause for the disruption was officially reported as configuration changes made to 

Facebook’s routers. Facebook’s routers. 

But the hidden message for everyone else is how dependent we are on social media and instant 

messaging apps.  Official Facebook pages for example have sometimes more access to prospective 

customers than even a company website.  Also, multiple messages are passed between 

entrepreneurs and clients through the WhatsApp platform; video-calls also have to be mentioned. 

There of course are other alternatives such as MS Teams and iMessage. But usage of these apps, 

require both parties to have them. Small-to-medium sized businesses, NGOs, self-service 

professionals such as sportsmen, and even smaller government organizations; may not have them 

readready.  Hence, an option that can be considered is the development of social media apps or instant 

messaging apps exclusively for an industry, government department and/or commercial 

enterprise. There could be several aspects that would need customization. But having an idea is 

the beginning of every revolution.

When the World 
Stopped from 
Facebook  Outage



OTHER NEWSBYTES

Florida Automated 
Vehicles Summit
The Central Florida Expressway (CFX) 
will host the 9th Annual Florida 
Automated Vehicles (FAV) Summit in 
Orlando, Florida. This summit will 
focus on ACES mobility which states 
the four rising stars of mobility - 
Automated, Connected, Electric, and 
Shared.Shared.

Bill to Prevent Search 
Engine Results Rigging 
Senators formally introduced a bill 
that would prevent Big Tech 
platforms from favoring their own 
products and services. it would 
prevent the firms from rigging search 
results in their favor.

Florida Ports Open 
for Business

Amid a global backlog and cargo ship 
backups on the West Coast, on 
Tuesday, Gov. Ron DeSantis 
announced Florida Ports are open for 
business. He dd this while on a visit 
to JaxPort.

Different Headquarters 
for Tesla 
Elon Musk, the CEO of Tesla 
announced that the company plans 
to move its headquarters from 
California to Austin, Texas. There 
were mixed reactions to this 
announcement among employees 
and investors.

Facebook Announces
New Name
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg said 
his company is rebranding itself as 
Meta, an effort to encompass its 
virtual-reality vision for the future. He 
also claimed that the metaverse will 
reach a billion people within the next 
decade.

Amazon Allows 
Indefinite Remote Work 

Amazon will allow many techs and 
corporate workers to indefinitely 
continue working remotely, as long 
as they can commute to the office 
when necessary.



COMPANY INSIGHTS
SPECIALTY OF TWO WORDS “THANK YOU”

WHAT IS NEW AT SGS?

JOB OPENINGS AT SGS

These are simple words or rather a phrase that has 

been used since time immemorial. However, it still 

holds a lot of value in the workplace as well as while 

interacting with rest of the world. “Thank You” simply 

is an appreciation of any assistance received. And 

there are no limitations on who must use these words 

or when you must use it. It can be passed between 

teamteam members, from employees to management, 

from management to employees, and from company 

to clients as well as vice versa. Some of you may 

prefer skipping it considering it too much of a 

formality. However, think of it from another 

perspective. 

Won’t you like it if anyone thanks you for any assistance you provided, no matter how irrelevant it 

maybe? Regardless of the daily chaos, those two words could make you feel joyful for the rest of the 

time. Similarly, the working atmosphere and relationship shared with clients can reach new highs 

with just showing simple gratitude for any kind of assistance. SGS always practices a one-for-all and 

all-for-one approach where we appreciate every small contribution. We encourage everyone to do 

the same.

SGS Technologie is revolutionizing the process of legal 

case hearings with our custom-made web application 

known as eNotify. 

Big Data / Hadoop / Spark Developer
Remote (W2 & C2C) Remote (Only W2)

Systems Administrator 

AWS Cloud Engineer

Remote (Only W2)

Application Developer  (.NET) 

(Only W2)

Python Developer

Java Developer 


